
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE

OF THE RED CROSS

PRESENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE
IN THE WORLD

Each month the International Review gives an account of its
current activities. We now think it will be of interest to give a more
general description of some of the important actions in which the ICRC
is at present engaged in various parts of the world, what these are and
also how they are developing. Relief for the victims of the conflict
in Nigeria has, in view of the considerable efforts demanded of the
ICRC, often been the subject of largely recapitulatory articles. We
therefore now reproduce information and figures showing the situation
at the end of March 1969.

Middle East

The International Committee of the Red Cross discharges its
mission through its permanent delegates in the States affected by
the conflict, namely, the UAR, Jordan, Syria, the Lebanon and
Israel, as well as in the Israeli controlled territories. There is a dele-
gate in Cairo, another for Damascus and Beyrouth, one in Amman,
one in Tel Aviv, and nine for three sub-delegations in Jerusalem,
Gaza-Sinai and Kuneitra.

Co-ordination is ensured by quarterly meetings of chief delegates
at Nicosia, presided over by a representative of the ICRC from
Geneva.

The ICRC delegates' main functions are described below.
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Reuniting of Families

West of the Jordan.—Following the incident on the Allenby
Bridge in January 1968, when two ICRC delegates were seriously
wounded, the Israeli authorities have made new arrangements for the
reuniting of families. These call for co-operation, in particular by
the mayors of the Arab localities on the west bank of the Jordan.
The only action undertaken by the ICRC is to bring to the notice of
the Israeli authorities urgent cases of hardship due to age or ill-
health.

According to the Israeli authorities, by the end of 1968 nearly
9,000 permits to return to the West bank of the Jordan had been
issued, and 5,750 persons had actually rejoined their families.

El Qantara.—Under the scheme worked out by the ICRC for the
two-way reuniting of families between the United Arab Republic
and the occupied territories of Gaza-Sinai, some 4,000 people from
the Nile Valley or from Gaza were able to return to their families
West of the Suez Canal or in the Gaza region.

The crossing of the Canal took place each time at El Qantara,
with about 350 people every month making the trip to return to
their families.

Syria.—As a result of representations made over several months
by the International Committee of the Red Cross, the Israeli autho-
rities have given authorization in principle for the return of about
700 persons to the Golan plateau, to the East of Lake Tiberias
on Syrian territory occupied by Israel.

These family reunions started on 4 March with the return of 83
Syrian refugees who crossed the neutral zone in ambulances of the
Syrian Red Crescent displaying red cross flags and escorted by
ICRC delegates. They were then taken by bus to the hospital in
Kuneitra for registration, the issuing of identity and vaccination
cards. Afterwards they were taken to their villages: Magdel, Shams,
Bogaata, Ain Kenia Massaada, Rhajar and to the town of Kuneitra.

Since then, two further operations of family reunions took place
on 12; and 20 March in Kuneitra, when 96 and 71 refugees in camps
in Syria were able to rejoin their families remaining in different
villages in Israeli-occupied Syrian territory of Golan.
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The ICRC delegates in Kuneitra and Damascus have also
organised the weekly delivery by lorry, to refugees in Damascus, of
possessions abandoned in Kuneitra.

Lebanon.—The ICRC delegation in the Lebanon has frequently
had to organize repatriation to or from Israel of persons who inad-
vertently crossed the border between the two countries.

Tracing of Missing Military Personnel

At the beginning of 1968, the ICRC asked the Israeli authorities
for permission to conduct enquiries into the fate of thousands of
Egyptian soldiers missing in Sinai after the fighting in June 1967.

These enquiries, carried out in three phases, with delegates
going first to the North, then to the South and finally to the centre of
Sinai, were unfortunately unsuccessful. However, they did permit a
number of interesting observations concerning the application of
the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention, particularly as
regards the medical situation and food supply in the regions in-
spected.

Hardship Relief

West of the Jordan.—On 17th October 1967, the ICRC and the
League jointly launched an appeal for assistance to the Middle East.

In January 1968, the Jerusalem delegates of the International
Committee of the Red Cross received the relief supplies intended
for people in need on the West bank of the Jordan. In accordance
with a programme worked out with the occupation authorities and
the eight local branches of the Red Crescent Society, they distri-
buted 40 tons of milk powder in 35 towns and villages. More than
17,000 children under 12 receive 500 grams of milk a month.

In December, the ICRC, with the co-operation of the Israeli
Social Welfare organization, distributed 5,000 blankets and several
thousand items of clothing among various charitable institutions
on the West bank of the Jordan.

Gaza-Sinai.—ICRC representatives on several occasions applied
to the Israeli authorities for permission to distribute foodstuffs
provided by the United Arab Republic Red Crescent. As a result,
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in April 75 tons of food, and in September 300 tons, were distributed
to the needy in the North of Sinai. A further consignment of 700 tons
is on the way, via Cyprus.

Apart from these supplies from Egypt, the ICRC distributed
10 tons of milk at El Qantara and El Arish, and 300 tarpaulins for
tents in the Sinai. At El Arish the ICRC works in close co-
operation with the local branch of the Red Crescent which was
reconstituted in March 1968.

Syria.—With the approach of winter, the ICRC sent the Syrian
Red Crescent 50 tons of food (milk and cheese) and 4,000 blankets,
as a measure of assistance to the 100,000 displaced persons living in
camps near Damascus.

United Arab Republic.—During the winter towards the end of
1968, fifty tons of second-hand clothing and medical supplies pro-
vided by the German Red Cross in the Federal Republic of Germany
were delivered by the ICRC to the Egyptian Red Crescent and
other relief organisations, for the benefit of Palestine refugees
living in the Nile Valley.

Medical Assistance
Throughout last year, ICRC delegates continued visiting hos-

pitals, particularly on the West bank of the Jordan and in Gaza.
At the end of November, the Committee decided to send to each

of these two territories a doctor-delegate to make an assessment of
the medical and food situation.

Visits to Detainees

In 1968 the ICRC delegates were authorized by the Israeli gov-
ernment to visit some of the Arab civilians interned in Israel and
the occupied territories. They thereupon went to ten prisons (3 in
Israel, 6 on the West bank of the Jordan and 1 in Gaza) where
nearly 2,000 Arabs were detained.

Family News Transmission

In the course of 1968, ICRC delegates in Israel and the neigh-
bouring Arab States transmitted more than 500,000 Red Cross
message forms.
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Arabian Peninsula

In response to requests from both parties in the Yemen conflict
for assistance, the ICRC went into action in 1963 for the benefit of
civilian and military victims of hostilities by:

sending mobile medical teams throughout the country;
setting up a field hospital;
providing medical supplies;
assisting prisoners of war;
reuniting families;
fitting artificial limbs to the war-disabled;
distributing emergency food and clothing.

So far almost 500 delegates, doctors, surgeons, nurses and
technicians have participated in various ICRC missions in the North
of the Yemen, in the Yemen Arab Republic (Sanaa) and the Demo-
cratic Republic of South Yemen (Aden).

Present mission staff comprises:

1 delegate-general
4 delegates
2 medical teams (including a doctor, 3 male nurses, 2 surgeons

and an anaesthetist)
1 radio operator

North Yemen

A medical team of two surgeons, an anaesthetist, three male
nurses and two delegates was maintained at a field post at Jihannah
near the areas of fighting until 15th January 1969. Its daily output
was 10 operations on war wounded, in-patient treatment of 60-100
cases and about 30 out-patients.

Development of the military situation in the region no longer
permitting the team to carry on safely, other arrangements had to
be made at the beginning of January. In view of the persistent need
of medical assistance, the ICRC decided to continue its mission. A
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fresh medical team comprising a doctor and three male nurses, with
a delegate responsible for logistics, is at present being set up at
Uqhd for a period of six months.

Sanaa

Thanks to a Red Cross surgical team and a number of local and
foreign doctors, the capital and other towns in the Yemen Republic
have hospitals where the wounded and sick may receive treatment.
However, there is a serious shortage of medical supplies in all these
hospitals. The ICRC has sent several consignments of emergency
medical supplies at its own expense and is seeking outside help to
remedy this critical situation. So far three large donations have
been received and are en route to hospitals in Sanaa.

The food situation having again deteriorated in the autumn of
1968, the ICRC resumed its relief action for needy children in Sanaa
and for certain categories of hospital patients. To start with, the
ICRC arranged two special flights by Red Cross aircraft to deliver
20 tons of milk powder and cheese. A further 40 tons made available
to the ICRC by the Swiss government were sent by sea. Distribution,
organized and supervised by the ICRC delegate in Sanaa, began in
November and will be continued in the months to come. Supplies
are delivered daily to the hospital maternity and tuberculosis wards,
to the children's hospital, schools and orphanages. At present there
are over 6,000 children and sick adults in receipt of assistance under
this scheme.

Aden

Due to the serious trouble which broke out in the capital of the
Democratic Republic of South Yemen before independence in
November 1967, the Aden hospitals were suddenly deprived of
surgeons. In response to a pressing appeal from the authorities, the
ICRC immediately sent a surgical team to meet the emergency.
Since then, in view of the total lack of surgeons in Aden and the
persistent trouble in the country, the ICRC has been obliged by
humanitarian considerations to continue its assistance by main-
taining a surgical team in Aden. Otherwise the population would
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have been bereft of even the most essential surgery. Emergency
medical supplies and surgical equipment had also to be provided
as they were non-existent.

At the moment, the only surgery available to the population of
about 1.5 million is provided by the ICRC team. This comprises
two outstanding surgeons and an anaesthetist. Most of the hospitals
in the Democratic Republic of South Yemen are inoperative, due to
lack of surgeons and surgery staff.

Between 31 October 1968 and 30 January 1969, the team, work-
ing like its predecessors at the Al Gamhurian hospital, the only
civilian hospital still in activity, carried out 305 major operations,
i.e. 100 per month, 154 operations on old war wounds, and 1039
medical examinations at the polyclinic.

The team also carried out some 50 operations on military
wounded at the Khormacksar military hospital in Aden. Some of
the civilians wounded by guerillas operating in the eastern sector of
the Republic have to travel ten to fifteen days to reach Aden. The
condition of many of them on arrival at the hospital in the capital
is hopeless.

In addition, serious trouble having broken out some time ago in
the East of the country, where the victims of the fighting cannot
receive the medical attention their condition requires because the
local hospitals are unstaffed, the ICRC has decided to send out
a surgeon and an anaesthesist to man the hospital at Mukallah,
the capital of the Hadhramaut. The team will take up station in
April for a 4-6 month mission.

It must also not be forgotten that since 1967, ICRC delegates
have been regularly visiting civilian and military detainees arrested
for political reasons.

In addition, as soon as it has a Red Cross aircraft available, the
ICRC will despatch to the Aden Red Crescent milk powder and
cheese, provided by the Swiss government from surplus stocks, to
enable the National Society to initiate an assistance operation for
the benefit of the under-nourished population in certain regions of the
country. This operation, as usual, will be organized and supervised
by the ICRC delegates.
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There is a further humanitarian problem in the country: the
large number of disabled having lost one or more limbs in the various
hostilities which have taken place since 1963 throughout Southern
Arabia. The ICRC is seeking outside help to start up an assistance
programme for these war-disabled. The scheme would be to set up
a workshop in Aden for the production of artificial limbs.

Vietnam

The ICRC is not represented in Hanoi, but it maintains contact
with the Red Cross of the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam
for the despatch of supplies for the relief of air-raid victims.

The main function of the ICRC's Saigon delegation is to visit
detention centres where Vietnamese are held prisoner by the armed
forces of the Republic of Vietnam. Visits are made to Collecting
Points, hospitals and prisoner-of-war camps. Since the beginning of
the year, delegates have also been allowed into the prisons (re-
education centres) where civilians are detained. Each visit is carried
out by a delegate and a doctor-delegate, accompanied by an inter-
preter from the Vietnam Red Cross. Reports are sent to the
government in Saigon, with any necessary requests or recom-
mendations concerning detention conditions. Relief supplies are
distributed according to needs. The Central Tracing Agency in
Geneva regularly receives lists of prisoners of war held by the
Republic of Vietnam.

On several occasions prisoners of war in the Republic of Vietnam
have been released in the Republic itself or, if the prisoners so de-
sired, sent by air or sea to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

The ICRC's Saigon delegation also helps the Vietnam Red Cross
to carry out its programmes of civilian medical assistance and aid
to orphanages, made possible by private and National Red Cross
Societies' contributions and donations raised by the Swiss radio
« Chaine du Bonheur » broadcasts.

Assistance to displaced persons in the Republic of Vietnam is
another activity of the National Society, in which the League of Red
Cross Societies co-operates.
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Nigeria and Secessionist territory (Biafra)

Airlifts

As announced by the International Review last month, the
Government of the Republic of Dahomey authorized ICRC aircraft
to take off from Cotonou on the airlift to Uli in Biafra. The first
flight took place on 1st February and was carried out by a
" Transall" made available to the ICRC by the German Red
Cross in the Federal Republic of Germany.

The Cotonou airport has been organized with a view to the quick
turn-round of relief flights to Biafra.

From 1st to 28th March 1969, 181 flights were carried out by
ICRC aircraft from Cotonou, transporting 1,834 tons of foodstuffs,
medical supplies and other relief material.

Aircraft taking off from Cotonou must cover three times the
distance of the airlift from Santa Isabel. Here however, in Equa-
torial Guinea, recent events have impeded the operation of the
airlift from Fernando Poo. It was interrupted on 28 February and
resumed on the night of 17-18 March, when two DC-7's of the
Swedish Red Cross made five flights to Biafra, carrying 50 tons of
salt. Since then flights have been regular.

By 15 March, the ICRC had a thousand relief flights to Biafra
to its credit. Since 3rd September 1968, when the international
airlift in West Africa started, it had flown 9,711 tons of food, medical
supplies and other relief goods into the secessionist province. All
flights were by night, and often under dangerous conditions.

On 27th March the ICRC air fleet was reinforced by the addition
of the eighth aircraft—a C-97 Stratofreighter—which flew from
Geneva for Cotonou with a large consignment of vaccines supplied
by UNICEF for the current vaccination campaign in Biafra.

Relief

. At present some 2 million people divided equally between Nigeria
and Biafra are in receipt of ICRC assistance.

As provided for in the second six-month plan, the ICRC budget
for March was 14 million francs. Of this amount 2 million francs
was to cover medical supplies.
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The ICRC has also set up a commission to investigate the agri-
cultural situation in Biafra. Comprising three agricultural and
economics specialists, 1 Swiss, 1 American and 1 Filippino, it will
shortly begin its work and submit its conclusions to Mr. August
Lindt, ICRC Commissioner General for West Africa.

Messages and enquiries

The ICRC delegation in Lagos has organized a section specifi-
cally to attend to family messages and enquiries forwarded by the
Central Tracing Agency in Geneva. By 20th March 1969, the Agency
had received 1,785 enquiries; of these 291 (i.e. a little more than
16%) were answered satisfactorily.

Seriously wounded Biafrans for hospital treatment

As mentioned in our previous issue, on 18-19 February, a Swedish
DC-7 on the ICRC airlift brought to Europe 47 seriously wounded
Biafrans most of them with facial injuries. The ICRC is trying to
organize hospital treatment in Europe for another fifty or so seri-
ously wounded Biafrans requiring similar treatment. The Austrian
Red Cross is prepared to take ten, the Netherlands Red Cross five,
the German Red Cross in the Federal Republic of Germany six, the
Finnish Red Cross three, and the Iranian Red Lion and Sun Society
a number yet to be decided. In addition, the Netherlands Ministry
of Defence, through the World Veterans Federation, has expressed
willingness to take care of six.

Readers may be interested in the following statistics, as at the end
of March 1969, which sum up the ICRC's considerable efforts for the
benefit of victims on both sides of the front.

1. Personnel Nationals Expatriates

In Federal Territory 1,058 265
In Biafra 617 79
In Cotonou — 33
At Santa Isabel 7 13
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2. Ships (for transport Lagos—Port Harcourt—Calabar): 2

3. Aircraft
Based at Cotonou: 3 DC-6B

2 Stratofreighters
1 Transall (provided by German Red
Cross in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many)

Based at Santa Isabel: 4 DC-7 (provided by Swedish Red
Cross)

Based at Lagos: 1 DC-4
Ready in Switzerland: 2 Stratofreighters

4. Airlifts from Santa Isabel and Cotonou
Number of flights to 27.3.69 1,105
Tonnage transported to 27.3.69 10,753

5. Vehicles (lorries, Land Rovers, etc.)
In Federal Territory 369
In Biafra 46

6. Distribution Centres
In Federal Territory 22
In Biafra 11

7. Persons dependent on ICRC for food
In Federal Territory approx. 989,200
In Biafra approx. 960,000

8. Relief/Stocks
In Federal Territory 36,600 tons
In Biafra Immediately distributed:

350-400 tons weekly
At Santa Isabel 2,600 tons
At Cotonou 1,800 tons
En route from Europe to Africa 41,644 tons
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9. Composition of relief supplies
Federal Territory: Biafra:

Yams . . . . 20 % Stockfish . . . . 40 %
Groundnuts . 3 % Milk 25 %
Garri . . . . 20 % Corn Soya meal . . 24 %
Cereals . . . 45 % Various foodstuffs . 4 %
Beans . . . . 3 % Fuel 1,5%
Milk . . . . 1,5% Salt 2,5%
Stockfish . . 1,0% Medical supplies. . 1,0%
Salt 0,3% Various (other than
Sugar . . . . 0,2% food) 2 %
Palm oil . . . 6,0%

10. Persons receiving ICRC medical assistance per week
In Federal Territory about 50,000 per week
In Biafra about 80,000 per week

11. Children \w cinated as at 26.3.69
Against measles 457,000
Against smallpox 1,097,000

12. Medical supplies to Biafra in 1968: 130 tons.
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